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DON’T FORGET YOU BOF MEMBERSHIP IS NOW DUE..

WELCOME
We are near to the end of another year which has been a great one for LOG members – Paul and
John success in the RAB MM, Paul’s various podium places, Amanda’s success in every race in
Porto, Tanya’s many wins and last but not least Trudy’s victory at the EMUL, also, looking at the
tables for EMOA league we will hopefully have a few more podium places. I am sure you will
enjoy reading the Porto account and hope it encourages you to join in the next trip.
I am certain you join me in wishing the new committee members welcome and every success in
their new positions , they would love some feed-back on anything they do also if you could come
along to the committee meeting we would love to have your opinion on LOG matters.
It would be nice to see some of you at our LOG events, I send this newsletter out to over fifty
people and I haven’t a clue who most of you are. So come along introduce yourself to me at our
next event and DON’T forget to come to Walesby for a bit of early Christmas with free chocolate –
soup and mince pies.
Hope you all have a lovely Christmas and I wish you a very happy and successful New Year and
many thanks for all of your contributions to the newsletters.

Ed

Anne Gibbs
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CHAIRMANS PIECE

The theme for the second annual report of my chairmanship will be based around
the orienteering routine of PDP, which all those who are regular attendees at
training will know as Plan; Direction; Picture!
The 'Plan' this year has been, broadly speaking, to continue to host regular, high
quality local events for our membership, in addition to attempting to recruit more
newcomers to our great sport, and to develop the skillset of our orienteers through a
regular program of club training. On the events front, we have again put on a wide
range across the year, including three level C events as part of the respective
Regional leagues, and continued as previously with our winter, spring, night score,
and urban league series. The second annual Wold’s Mini MM and Lincs Indoor
Championships means that we have put on 26 events during the last year, an average of one a fortnight and
only 1 down on 2012/13, a great achievement for such a small club. We have continued to expand the
portfolio of club maps and brought online this year, with the help of Mike Hampton and David Peel,
Spalding, Boston, Skegness and Grimsthorpe estate, as new areas for us to orienteer upon. It is hoped that
Burghley Park will soon be mapped for the first time, which should make for a great new addition. The
urban maps of Lincoln, Grantham, and Stamford continue to be developed and the new location of the
Birchwood estate was used successfully for this year's Lincoln City Race, taking us outside of our usual
city-centre location for the first time in the history of our premier event. We continue to put on a regular
club night programme and it would be good to see a few more of our members regularly attending these
sessions, as it is a good opportunity to hone both technical and physical skills, all in a very social
environment.
In terms of 'Direction', the aim of the club should be to continue to host quality local events, which are as
welcoming to newcomers as they are to regular members, and we need to do more to raise the profile of the
club and ensure that recruitment remains a priority, as without new blood the club will struggle in future
years. We are continuing to expand the number of areas we use in the south and centre of the county, but,
beyond the planned extensions of the current urban maps, we are now struggling to find new areas of
promising terrain. Part of that is down to the nature of the county, but are there smaller pockets of woodland
and parkland that we've overlooked that could be useful for small sprint style events? I ask the membership
to keep their eyes peeled and think laterally! Publicity and recruitment has been a challenge for us in the past
couple of years and it remains difficult to get regular and useful coverage within the local press and to feel
any tangible benefits accruing from any marketing that we have attempted during this time. I am hopeful
that a new social media-driven campaign can bring in more rewards in this area and I thank Tom George for
taking on the lead role in this important initiative.
The 'Picture', overall, remains mainly a positive one. We have a keen and enthusiastic committee, which
continues to be the heartbeat of the club, and to each and every member of this body I offer up my thanks
for all your hard work this year. I would like to thank additionally all the members who have helped out at
events this year, whether mapping, planning, organising or just simply giving a hand when it comes to kite
collection at the end of the night. Special mention must go to three committee members who are stepping
down from their roles at this AGM. Firstly, Sean Harrington, who, after five years as chairman and two as
vice-chairman, will be retiring in all probability, hopefully only temporarily, to an unposted committee role.
His work over the last seven years, which has also included being the lead organiser for most of our level B
& C events during this time, has been exemplary and it is testimony to his unwavering service that the club
is in as strong position as it is now. LOG undoubtedly owes him a huge debt of gratitude.
Secondly, John Mather is stepping down from the Fixtures Secretary position to pursue other ambitions. His
work behind- the-scenes in the past few years has been outstanding and he has performed his duties without
complaint and with little obvious reward. It is too easy to overlook what is an absolutely essential job for
the club and I would like to propose a vote of thanks for all his work in this role.
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Ali Wright moves aside from her role as Publicity Officer. Whilst she has attempted to keep her
involvement in this position going during her time in New Zealand, it has become increasingly obvious to
her that this is no longer a tenable situation. We thank her for her valuable contribution to this challenging
marketing role and wish her all the best in her future endeavours, whether at home or abroad.
On the club performance side we have again performed admirably, qualifying for our fourth CST final in
five years; beating local rivals, HALO, in both the Lincolnshire Challenge and the Lincs Urban League team
cup; entering a junior team for the first time at a YBT qualifier and we have had runners claiming podium
positions at both regional and overseas competitions. However, our position at last year's CST final was the
worst we have recorded in our four finals and it is hoped that the team travelling to Hampshire this
December can move us back up towards the top half of the rostrum.
Whilst much is rosy in the LOG garden we must not be complacent. At the end of last year, we lost 7
individual members, 1 group and 1 family who decided not to renew and there are currently around 10-12
members on this year's 'danger list'. That is an attrition rate a club our size cannot afford and we need to
look at how we can both recruit and retain members more effectively than we are currently doing. We also
have a continuing deficiency in junior members and we should focus more efforts on how we can encourage
youngsters to participate in club activities. They are after all the future of our sport!

Christmas Social
December 16 th at 7 pm at
Straight & Narrow pub
LINCOLN
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Sean receiving President trophy
EMUL URBAN LEAGUE
Congrats go to
PAUL
TANYA
TRUDY
All three were winners

Amanda Trudy and who knows this
long lost soul???

Isn’t he cute !!!

Congrats to Paul & John also to Jon & Dave on their
RAB MM success.

Logger’s enjoying the sun in Porto
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DIARY DATES
DATE

VENUE

CLUB

22 ND NOV

WESTGATE WOODS

LOG

23 RD NOV

TWIGMOOR WOODS

HALO

29 TH NOV

ABBOTSHOLME SCHOOL DVO

30 TH NOV

BEACON HILL

LEI

6 TH DEC

VENUE

6 TH DEC

CHAMBERS WOOD LOG

7TH DEC

STANTON MOOR

14 TH DEC

COMPASS SPORT

21 ST DEC

WALESBY

28 TH DEC

SPRING COTTAGE LEI

DATE

VENUE

CLUB

3 RD JAN

SUDBROOKE

LOG

4 TH JAN

BESTWOOD PARK

NOC

11 TH JAN

WAKERLY WOODS

LEI

17 TH JAN

BOURNE WOODS

LOG

18 TH JAN

CRICH CHASE

DVO

31 ST JAN

BELTON WOODS

LOG

6

CLUB

DVO

NOC
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WALESBY
21 ST DEC 2014

Our very own Pub!!!

BLUE RIBAND TROPHY
CHOCOLATE ORANGE TROPHY

Dear Log News
Please what is a ‘Handrail’ is it
similar to what is on my stairs?
Can I hold on to it if I feel a bit
unsteady?
From Halo Rade
Dear Halo
If you feel unsteady maybe you
should lay off the booze and not
orienteer.
A ‘Handrail’ is a distinct linear
feature which can be followed
along the ground. Examples are
paths, ditches, fences, earthwalls.

Dear Log News
When I’m training I keep being told to find an
‘Attack Point’ I really am not a masochist so
don’t know what to do?
From Alex Peak

Dear Alex
Its a good job I am not a sadist as I would
give you an attack point.
An ‘attack point’ is an obvious feature near
the control point from which the control can
be located by navigating carefully with map
and compass.
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PORTO BY TRUDY CROSBY & AMANDA ROBERTS

3 rd - 5 th Oct 14

The 2014 City Race Series consisted of London, Porto, Edinburgh and Barcelona all
contributing to a league table.
A small contingent of LOG runners competed in the London race and then moved on
to Porto, the weekend consisted of 3 very different races.
Friday evening took in the centre of Porto utilising all the different levels that the city
has to offer. Saturdays race took the form of a score event in a park on the outskirts
of Porto which included a stretch on the beach and the main race on Sunday was around a residential
area again on the edge of the city.
The LOG team all arrived on Thursday so Friday was our main sightseeing day
and there is a lot to see in Porto – a beautiful city set on the steep banks of the
Douro river. Wandering around the city was an excellent way to recce the area
that we would be running round later that night. However it did leave the legs
a bit leaden! The event centre that evening was based at what had been the city
prison but is now a museum and art gallery and the plaza outside made for an
excellent start and finish area. The courses took in all the maze of little alleyways
that lead down to the river and a lot of cobbled back streets allowing plenty of
opportunities for losing touch with the map or falling over. LOG members
managed to stay on their feet and the prize giving saw Amanda Roberts visit the podium for the first
time this weekend. She finished 3rd in her class only 3 minutes adrift of the winner and received a bag
of goodies (soap, sardines and biscuits) along with her medal. Paul Murgatroyd went one step higher
to finish 2nd in his class. Liam Harrington was a very credible 7th in a strong senior men’s class and
Trudy Crosby and Clare Hanna also finished 6th and 7th respectively. The post race debrief was held
in what appeared to be an all night Costa’s to which the support crew, Lisa and Amy, had retired earlier
in the evening.
Saturday took us on a bus ride towards the ocean and a very attractive area of parkland. The format
of the day was a score event but there was more to it than that. The time allowed was 90minutes but
you were only allowed to visit 30 controls and obtain a maximum of 1000 points. There was a lot of
discussion as to tactics – most of which went unnoticed by Trudy who never for a minute imagined
she would visit anywhere near 30 controls! It was a punching start and then a lot of head scratching
as people attempted to work out the optimum route. Amanda came back with her arms covered in
pen where she had been attempting to keep a tally of controls visited and points scored. There was
a certain amount of confusion at the finish which delayed the results so the LOG team gathered at an
excellent café on the beach for post race refreshment. We discovered later that Amanda had made
the podium again, this time finishing in second place.
The final day and the main race was held in a residential suburb bordered on one side by the sea and
on the other by the river. The courses took in the steep cobbled streets as well as some more modern
complexes and a coastal fort. A spectator control in the centre of the assembly area enabled us to
encourage Liam on his way through. Amanda was under pressure to complete the podium hat trick
and she didn't disappoint finishing second again and coming away with not only tins of sardines but a
bottle of Port as well (the Port and sardines did cause a few packing issues later).
Considering we were only away for 4 days we managed to pack in 3 races, a full sight seeing
itinerary, including a Douro Cruise and a visit to the Cockburns Port house, and plenty of sampling of
the local food and drink. All in all a fantastic break and I would thoroughly recommend one of our
LOG trips to anyone looking for a short trip away with plenty to do. Where next?
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Washingborough Urban league event 25th Oct 2014 by Liam Harrington
On Saturday 25 th October LOG held their first EMOA urban league event at
Washingborough having already run a couple of local events on the area in the
past.
With Washingborough being the village I was born in and having lived most of
my life there, the planning was made a lot easier for me. The six different
courses were planned and then with the help of Pete Harris the controller a few
changes were made to the courses making the best use of the area.
We unfortunately got a low turnout of only 55 runners, I think this was down to other local events
on the day and the Midland Champs being held on the next day. All the reports I heard afterwards
sounded positive about the event so at least I felt it had been worth putting the it on.
There were some good runs by Loggers, Ben Mather took 1st place on course 6 with his sister
Hannah in 2nd, Tanya Taylor also had a good run and finished 2nd on course 3 also Andrea Page
finished 3rd on course 2.
Not all the LOG members did that well with both John Mather and Paul Murgatroyd struggling with
their counting as they both missed a control out!!!!.
Overall a good day, just a shame about the low turnout.

Boston Town 8th Nov 2014

by Michael & Jo Nell

New Season, new map – and what an excellent map it is. Mapper Mike Hampton
has excelled himself this time. The centre of Boston has some important
mediaeval buildings and a complex network of streets and alleys to make for
some entertaining urban racing. Then there’s the river Witham, and the railway,
which both have to be crossed, ensuring the small matter of route choice has to
be taken seriously. The future for orienteering in Boston is bright.
The weather on race day could have been better, with a spell of light rain in mid-morning, but this
didn’t spoil the competitors’ enthusiasm for a chance to run in a completely new area. There was
something for everyone in the new line-up of Short-Medium-Long courses, and first place in the
new Medium course went to Mike Hampton of OD in 38:18, followed up by Marc Aluzzi, returning
after an injury, and coming home in 52:03. LOG’s Martin Wheeler was just 30 sec or so slower in
third.
With only 22 entrants in total for the day, it fell to Ben Mather to be the sole
runner on the Short, which he completed in a very creditable 24:11.
It’s always a pleasure to see our neighbouring club HALO support our events, and
both Brian and Charlotte Ward had a successful day, coming first and second
respectively in 39:59 and 40:37. RAFO’s Philip Johnston-Davis paid a flying visit
from Waddington to come third only 4:02 behind Charlotte.
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by

John Mather
The Health Benefits of Plum Loaf

In 2013 I was persuaded by our illustrious Chairman to enter my first Mountain Marathon in
the Men’s Veterans team class. After a summer of serious training I was certainly a lot fitter
and the proud owner of some shiny new bits of lightweight kit but to cut a long story short,
half-way into the first day I hit the wall. Or more to the point, I hit Fleetwith Pike. The next
three hours were a battle to finish the day on time – something we did not achieve, finishing
some 20 minutes over time and in danger of losing all our points for the day. I finished the
event in very poor shape and in poor spirits.
Fast forward a few months into early 2014 and an altogether more cautious enquiry came
from Paul along the lines of “are you up for the Rab again?” I didn’t exactly snap his hand off,
but agreed to give it another go on the basis that at least I knew what I was letting myself in
for and it couldn’t be any worse than 2013. Another summer of training but this time I actually
covered fewer miles but made sure that as many of those miles as possible were in the hills,
entering long fell races in the Peak District and running round the fields of Lincolnshire with a
loaded pack on my back. I also worked on my nutrition strategy which I am sure played a
large part in my downfall in 2013.
September came and we set off to the eastern extremities of the Lake District, the event start
being near Shap with the competition area stretching westwards from there just taking in High
Street in the far NW corner of the map.
This year we had a plan and we were going to stick to it. The format of the Rab is a two-day
self-supported score event. The Short class allows for 6 hours on day one and 5 hours on day
two (the Long is 7 hours and 6 hours) with controls worth varying points depending upon
distance and height. A compulsory overnight campsite brings everyone together for the
evening. We were in the MV team class which meant we had to run as a pair and were able to
share some items of kit such as the tent and cooker. We knew the distance we had covered
in 2013 and our plan involved establishing a route that would take us an equivalent distance
but gave us ‘bail out’ options if we ran out of time. Not rocket science, but the second element
of the plan was the decision not to be tempted into chancing our arm with adding extra
controls early on if we were feeling strong. Settle on a route and stick to it.
Once we had started (long queues at the start) and route agreed, we soon settled into a
rhythm, rapidly picking up a string of low scoring controls and gaining height into the clag.
Visibility on the tops was limited and navigation across relatively featureless fells called for
accuracy; we continued to spike controls with only minor bobbles in the fog. Then followed a
few hours in the higher mountains to the north of the competition area with tough climbs,
strong wind, rain and more clag. One route choice error exiting a remote control led to a 20
minute hair-raising scramble through a series of exposed buttresses whilst being battered by
the wind and rain. After this we settled back into a steady rhythm, picking off our planned
controls and heading into the overnight camp with about 10 minutes to spare. Easy. An
administrative problem with my dibber meant that we didn’t know for certain what our
overnight position was, but we knew roughly where we stood.
The overnight was in the remote valley of Longsleddale on a flat campsite with the luxury of
portaloos and drinking water from the stream. A good feed followed by a fitful nights sleep.
Day two brought much better weather and the prospect of running across wide, open fells
rather than the mountains of day 1. Our strategy was to head east, in the general direction of
the finish mopping up as many controls as we could with plenty of options to bail out of time
was running short – for those with faster legs there was an option to head west picking up
higher scoring controls before doubling back across Longsleddale towards the finish. We got
into a rhythm and steadily made our way round all the controls in the eastern part of the map,
finishing with about half an hour to spare.
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by

John Mather

Cont.

We had started the second day towards the end of the allotted start window, therefore we were
towards the end of the day’s finishers. This meant that when we downloaded – my dibber now
sorted – we had a good idea of our overall position. With a little bit of working out, it soon
dawned on us that we were the leading MV Pair, with only a few minutes to go before no-one
could beat us. And that is how it stayed – Paul and I were winners of the Short Score Mens
Veterans Team class and 12th out of 172 overall in the Short Score. Fellow LOGgers Jon May and
Dave Denness taking 2nd Place in the same Class and finished 24 th overall. A LOG 1-2.
So, the difference between 2013 and 2014. Having a plan and sticking to it worked – especially
resisting the temptation to bag a few more controls in the mid part of Day 1 which would almost
certainly have led to us finishing late. On the fitness side not hitting the ‘wall’ was the number one
goal for me. I knew that if I could keep going steadily for the first day, then we could cover a
good distance and make a reasonable score. Paul’s fitness was never in doubt compared to me.
My preparation had been better – more time in the hills, but I am sure that the decisive factor was
the vast quantity of calories I continually consumed on both days. A combination of peanuts, jelly
babies, gels and Lincolnshire Plum Loaf saw me through.
Paul has already asked if I want to defend the title in 2015. The jury is still out on that one – quit
while you are ahead springs to mind – but if I do take up the challenge, then there is no doubt
that a Lincolnshire Plum Loaf will be in my rucksack.
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LINCOLN ORIENTEERING GROUP ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
THURSDAY 16TH OCTOBER 2014 - THE GOLDEN EAGLE LINCOLN AT 8 PM

Present: Paul Murgatroyd, Sean Harrington, Hayley Fox, Liam Harrington, John Mather, Tom George, Jeff
Baker, Tanya Taylor, Anne Gibbs, Geoff Gibbs, Clare Hanna, Jo Nell, Michael Nell, Trudy Crosby, Doris
Sowley, Amanda Roberts.
1. Apologies: Ian Durrant (President), Andy Lucas, Nikki Harrington, Jon May, Chris Sanderson, Ally
Wright, Delphine Suty, Jonathan Roberts, Dave Denness.
2. Minutes of 2013 AGM: These were accepted as a true and accurate record of the meeting. Proposed by:
Jeff Baker Seconded by: Anne Gibbs
3. Chairman’s Report: See page 3
4. Treasurer's Report: Please see report attached.
5. Election of Officers:
Post Proposed Proposer Seconder Elected Chairman Paul Murgatroyd Amanda Roberts Sean Harrington
Elected Vice Chairman John Mather Sean Harrington Hayley Fox Elected Secretary Amanda Roberts Trudy
Crosby Clare Hanna Elected Treasurer Hayley Fox Anne Gibbs Trudy Crosby Elected Fixtures Secretary
Anne Gibbs Paul Murgatroyd Jo Nell Elected Publicity Officer Tom George Trudy Crosby Michael Nell
Elected Junior Rep Tom George Jo Nell Anne Gibbs Elected Welfare Officer Clare Hanna Amanda Roberts
Hayley Fox Elected Un-posted Michael Nell Trudy Crosby Clare Hanna Elected Un-posted Liam
Harrington Sean Harrington Anne Gibbs Elected Un-posted Sean Harrington Anne Gibbs Tom George
Elected Un-posted Jo Nell Trudy Crosby Hayley Fox Elected Un-posted Trudy Crosby Doris Sowley
Amanda Roberts Elected
6. Membership Fees: In line with BOF's recommendations, to keep membership fees as low as possible to
encourage new members, the Treasurer recommended that the current membership
arrangements should continue. Proposal: To keep the LOG membership fees at zero for 2015. Proposed by:
John Mather Seconded by: Sean Harrington No counter proposals. Proposal carried.
7. President's Award: On behalf of Ian Durrant, Paul Murgatroyd presented the Award. Award Winner
2014:
Sean Harrington
8. Any Other Business: Photographs: Tom George asked members to post any suitable orienteering
photographs in the LOG Dropbox for use in the Facebook campaign.
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P. D. P.
Remember what it stands for - seems this
competitor forgot at no 5!!!

Maybe

Proceed Directly Past
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Competition PAGE
Have you seen the final control? Apparently its round here
somewhere.
By Paul Murgatroyd for the Oct/Nov mag photo
Paul’s trip to Porto was the prize…

Keep up to date with LOG with
Facebook – Lincoln Orienteering Group[
Twitter - @ LOGGERSLATEST
Web site –
www.logonline.org.uk
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